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Rubidium MG362x1A

OVERVIEW

Signal purity and frequency stability are core performance metrics that mark excellence of any RF/Microwave 
signal generator. Anritsu’s new Rubidium MG362x1A signal generator product line pushes the performance 
envelope of signal purity and frequency stability to new levels that are unmatched in the industry. Its built-in, 
easy-to-use, at location frequency and power calibration capability offers exceptional overall utility and value  
to customers. With Anritsu’s proven record of high-reliability and long-term support, Rubidium MG362x1A 
signal generators are the best choice for a wide range of measurement applications. 

Key Features
• Exceptionally low single sideband SSB phase noise of -136 dBc/Hz (typical) and -140 dBc/Hz (measured) 
 at 10 GHz and 10 kHz offset
• Very low harmonic of < -58 dBc and spurious < -63 dBc
• Atomic clock frequency stability of < 8E-12 Allan deviation (over 100 sec), aging rate < 1E-9 per year,
 with T&M grade phase noise
• Optional on-site frequency and level calibration capability integrated (requires Anritsu MA243xxA USB  
 power sensor and Option 66)
• Wide range of interfaces for remote control such as 6 x USB 3.0, 1 x 10/100/1000 Ethernet, 1 x GPIB
• Industry standard IVI.NET and IVI-C drivers and SCPI support for remote instrument control
• Easy to navigate GUI that supports a new 7-inch touch screen and traditional front panel keypad/dial

Outstanding Signal Purity
SSB Phase noise is the most important measure of signal purity in a signal generator. Phase noise of the 
standard Rubidium signal generator outperforms phase noise offered by most signal generators in the market 
today with a robust margin. Additionally, Rubidium offers two low phase noise options which provide 
performance that is unmatched in the market:

  1. Low Phase Noise (Option 3): This option enhances close in phase noise (< 1 kHz) performance  
   and frequency stability of the Rubidium standard unit. Low close in phase noise is critical in many    
   measurement applications such as testing doppler radars that detect very slow moving targets. 

  2. Ultra Low Phase Noise (Option 13): This option offers the best phase noise across the entire range   
   of offsets from 10 Hz to 100 MHz. Phase noise across the entire range of offsets yields superior    
   integrated phase noise which is important when the signal generator is used as a local oscillator (LO)   
   source for testing up/down converters or when used as a clock source to test ADCs/DACs.

In addition to the two low phase noise options, for CW only applications between 2 GHz to 20 GHz, Rubidium’s 
Option 23 provides an even lower phase noise. The ultra low phase noise option achieves a ground breaking 
-140 dBc/Hz at 10 GHz and 10 kHz offset.
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Rubidium MG362x1A

Atomic Clock Timebase and Frequency Stability
Frequency stability and accuracy of a signal generator are critical in many measurement applications. The 
Rubidium MG362x1A signal generator offers two options that provide order-of-magnitude and better frequency 
stability and accuracy than a typical oven controlled crystal (OCXO) reference. 

 1.  Ultra Stability Timebase (Option 56): This option adds an internal Rubidium clock timebase that    
   provides exceptional medium and long term frequency stability while still maintaining T&M grade 
   phase noise. With an order-of-magnitude lower aging rate than a typical OCXO, rubidium clock 
   reference can provide much better frequency accuracy.

 2.  GNSS/GPS Atomic Clock Receiver (Option 66): This option adds an internal GNSS/GPS atomic clock   
   receiver. The receiver generates an accurate one pulse per sec (1 PPS) signal when connected to a   
   GNSS/GPS satellite signal which is used to control the signal generator’s internal OCXO or a rubidium   
   clock time base. Continuous closed loop locking of internal time base to the 1 PPS reference signal   
   practically eliminates aging. The accuracy and stability achieved are the same as an atomic clock time. 
 

Options 56 and 66 are ideal for signal generator applications in metrology and calibration labs, astronomy 
research, and satellite ground stations as shown in figure 1. Option 56 (Rubidium clock) is well suited for 
defense applications that require a very stable and independent reference not tied to a GPS/GNSS signal 
(see figure 2).

Figure 1. GNSS/GPS Disciplined Reference Figure 2. Rubidium Atomic Clock Reference

Parameter Rubidium with
Option 56

Sig Gen with
OCXO Ref

Aging rate per day
Aging rate per year

< ±2 x 10-11

< ±1 x 10-9
< ±5 x 10-10

< ±3 x 10-8

Temperature effects from
0 to +55 °C < ±3 x 10-10 < ±3 x 10-9

Short-term stability 
(Allan deviation) per 100 s < ±8 x 10-12 NA
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On-Site Frequency and Level Calibration 

The Rubidium MG362x1A signal generator features on-site frequency and level calibration capability built in to the  
instrument. The on-site frequency and power calibration is accomplished at the touch of a button on the GUI  
interface. When customers want to ensure frequency and level accuracy of the instrument, it can be done without 
ever sending the instrument to a calibration lab. This saves time and cost for the customer and increases  
instrument availability.

On-site frequency calibration is accomplished by connecting Rubidium MG362x1A signal generator’s GNSS/GPS  
receiver to an outdoor antenna and locking to the satellite signal. The GNSS/GPS receiver provides a very stable 
and accurate 1PPS clock for recalibrating the internal time base. An Anritsu power sensor is needed for on-site 
level calibration of Rubidium signal generator. 

Rubidium MG362x1A

Rubidium MG362x1A Signal Generator Connected to an 
MA243xxA Power Sensor and GPS Antenna
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Elegant and Easy to Navigate Touch Screen Interface 
The Rubidium MG362x1A signal generator front panel has a 7-inch touch screen along with traditional keypad and 
rotary dial interface that satisfies needs of a wide diversity of customers. 

The graphical user interface is designed such that essential information about the state of the instrument and 
most important settings are always visible to the user at the top. The navigation through various menus is intuitive 
and streamlined such that the user can set the parameters with minimum number of touches or key presses.

The GUI has several features that enable the user to quickly and efficiently set up the signal generator for  
measurement. The user can set up a range of frequency, level, and sweep presets and recall them with a single 
touch. On many parameter setting screens, the user can reset parameters with a single touch. 

The touch screen interface can be controlled using a keyboard attached to the USB 3.0 ports on the front panel. In 
addition, the signal generator can be controlled over Ethernet with a remote GUI interface hosted on a Windows 
laptop or a PC.
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Complex Analog Modulation Signals
The Rubidium MG362x1A signal generator features extensive internal waveform generation capabilities.  
Seven different waveform types can be generated internally and can be used to modulate the carrier in  
AM/FM/PM modes:
  - Sine waves 
  - Square waves 
  - Positive/negative going ramps 
  - Triangles 
  - Gaussian noise 
  - Uniform noise

Simultaneous modulation of AM/FM, AM/PM, and FM/Pulse modulation are possible. This enables generation of 
complex modulation waveforms such as chirps.

The Rubidium signal generator provides modulation input connectors on the front panel as an option. This feature 
minimizes distortion of external modulation inputs such as narrow pulses due to use of long cables.

 

Rubidium  MG362x1A
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Application Use Cases for Rubidium MG362x1A Signal Generator
• Making nonlinear measurements

- Single tone distortion – P1 dB compression point
- Two tone intermodulation – IP2, IP3
- In-band and out-of-band interference (C/I, blocking)

• As signal source to test devices and systems
- Pulse modulated signal source to test radar systems
- As pure CW source for LO substitution in testing of transceiver chains
- Clock and CW source for testing Gbit data converters analog-to-digital converter and
digital-to-analog converter (ADC and DAC)

• Making swept linear measurements
- As additional sources synchronized with vector network analyzer

• As frequency reference in calibration and metrology labs

Rubidium MG362x1A Signal Generator Key Specifications

Parameter Specification

Frequency Range 9 kHz to 20/43.5 GHz

Frequency Resolution 0.001 Hz

SSB Phase Noise -136 dBc/Hz (typical) and -140 dBc/Hz (measured) @ 10 GHz
output, 10 kHz offset

Internal Time Base Stability - Aging < ±5 x 10-7 Standard

< ±2 × 10-8 per year with Option 3

< ±1 x 10-9 per year with Option 56
Reference Output Frequency 10 MHz, 100 MHz, and 1.6 GHz
Output Power -130 dBm to +20 dBm (20 GHz, standard option)

-130 dBm to +18 dBm (43.5 GHz, standard option)

Level Accuracy and Flatness ±1 dB (43.5 GHz)

Harmonics (9 KHz to 20/43.5 GHz) -58 dBc

Non Harmonics (9 KHz to 20/43.5 GHz) -63 dBc

Modulation AM, FM, PM, and Pulse

Pulse Modulation: Min Pulse Width < 10 ns (Unleveled)

Pulse Modulation: Rise/Fall Times 5 ns (typical)

LF Signal Generator Waveforms Sine, square, pulse, triangle, ramp, GN/UN noise

Frequency Sweep Modes Step, List

Frequency Sweep Width 9 kHz to full frequency range (step, list)

Power Sweep Step, List

Power Sweep Resolution 0.01 dB/step
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Interfaces

Rubidium MG362x1A

Rubidium MG362x1A Signal Generator Back Panel

Rubidium MG362x1A Signal Generator Front Panel

BNC
Connectors

LCD
Display

Fan

Model Identification 
Label

USB
Type A

Front Panel
Buttons

USMB
Type B

Fan

Power
Button

Handles

LAN
Connection

IEEE-488 GPIB
24-pin Connector

Front Panel BNCs

AUX I/O 25-pin
Connector

(Future Capability)

AUX I/O 15-pin
Connector

(Future Capability)

USB Interface

AC Mains
Input

RF Output 
Connector

RF Output 
Control Key
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Inputs and Outputs

Description Connectors may be available but not active if the option is 
not ordered.

EXT ALC

Provides for leveling the RF output signal externally with either 
a detector or power meter. 
Signal requirements are shown in the RF output specifications. 
BNC type, rear panel

RF OUTPUT

Provides for RF output from 50 Ω source impedance. Option 9 
moves the RF Output connector from the front to the rear 
panel. 
K Connector (male) fmax ≤ 43.5 GHz

10 MHz REF IN

Accepts an external 10 MHz ± 3 Hz, 0 dBm to +10 dBm (20 dBm 
no-damage level) time-base signal. 
Automatically disconnects the internal high-stability time-base 
option, if connected. 
50 Ω impedance BNC type, rear panel

10 MHz REF OUT
Provides a 10 dBm, AC coupled, signal derived from the internal 
frequency standard. 
50 Ω impedance BNC type, rear panel 

100 MHz REF IN

Accepts an external 100 MHz ± 200 Hz or 2 PPM, 12 ± 1 dBm 
(20 dBm no-damage level) reference signal. 
Enabled with option 3 or 13. Automatically disconnects the 
internal high-stability time-base option, if connected. 
50 Ω impedance BNC type, rear panel

100 MHz REF OUT
Provides a 12 dBm, AC coupled, 100 MHz signal derived from 
the internal frequency standard.  Enabled with Option 3 or 13.
50 Ω impedance BNC type, rear panel

1600 MHz REF IN

Accepts an external 1600 MHz ± 3.2 kHz or 2 PPM, 4 ± 1 dBm  
(20 dBm no-damage level) reference signal. Enabled with  
option 3 or 13.
Automatically disconnects the internal high-stability time-base 
option, if connected. 
50 Ω impedance SMA type, rear panel

1600 MHz REF OUT
Provides a 5 dBm, AC coupled, 1600 MHz signal derived from 
the internal frequency standard. Enabled with Option 3 or 13.
50 Ω impedance SMA type, rear panel
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Rubidium MG362x1A

Inputs and Outputs

EFC

±4 VDC 30 Hz bandwidth in wide reference PLL mode 1 MΩ 
input impedance. Provides the capability to frequency  
modulate the internal crystal oscillator, allowing phase locking 
of the synthesizer inside an external lock loop. 
BNC type, rear panel

ETHERNET (1000 Base-T)
Provides input/output connections for a Gigabit Ethernet 
interface. 
RJ45 type, rear panel

GPIB (IEEE-488) Provides input/output connections for the General Purpose 
Interface Bus (GPIB). 

PULSE IN

Accepts an external TTL compatible signal to pulse modulate 
the RF output signal or to trigger or to gate the optional  
internal pulse generator. Enabled with Option 26.
BNC type, rear panel 

PULSE SYNC
Provides a TTL compatible signal, synchronized to the internal 
pulse modulation output. Enabled with Option 26.
BNC type, rear panel

PULSE OUT
Provides a video modulating signal from the internal pulse 
generator. Enabled with Option 27.
BNC type, rear panel 

AM IN
Accepts an external signal to amplitude modulate the RF 
output signal. Enabled with Option 12. 50 Ω impedance 
BNC type, rear panel.

FM IN
Accepts an external signal to frequency or phase modulate the 
RF output signal. Enabled with Option 12. 50 Ω impedance 
BNC type, rear panel. 
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Inputs and Outputs

AM OUT
Provides the amplitude modulation waveform from the internal 
LF generator. Enabled with Option 27. 50 Ω impedance. 
BNC type, rear panel. 

FM OUT
Provides the frequency or phase modulation waveform from 
the internal LF generator. Enabled with Option 27.
BNC type, rear panel.

LOCKED/LEVELED

TTL high/low output signal when in internal ALC mode that is a 
logical AND of frequency locked condition and output leveled 
condition. When in Fixed Gain mode this signal indicates only 
frequency locked/unlocked condition.

PPS 1PPS input/output from either GNSS/GPS atomic clock receiver 
or internal Rubidium reference option. 3.3V CMOS I/O.

GPS Accepts GNSS/GPS antenna input

USB Two USB 3.0 type A for peripherals such as memory device
One USB 2.0 type B for USB-TMC.

SD CARD Accepts an external SDIO memory card.

AC POWER INPUT AC Input connector, with On/Off switch, and fuses 350 VA 
maximum, 90 to 264 VAC, 47 to 63 Hz
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Part Number Description
MG36221A Signal Generator 9 kHz to 20 GHz

Options
MG36221A-0001 Rack Mount with Slides (Cannot be ordered with Option 11)
MG36221A-0002 Mechanical Step Attenuator, 110 dB 
MG36221A-0003 Low Phase Noise and High Stability (Required for Option 13)
MG36221A-0009 Rear Panel K-Connector RF Output
MG36221A-0011 Rack Mount without Slides, Shelf Mount
MG36221A-0012 Amplitude, Frequency, and Phase Modulation, Internal/External (Requires Option 27 )
MG36221A-0013 Ultra Low Phase Noise (Requires Option 3)
MG36221A-0015 High Power Output

MG36221A-0018 On-Site Level and Frequency Calibration (Requires Option 66 and MA24330A/
MA24350A USB Power Sensor, Sold Separately)

MG36221A-0023 Premium Noise, CW (Requires Option 3 and 13)
MG36221A-0026 Pulse Modulation, Internal/External (Requires Option 27)
MG36221A-0027 Modulation Hardware (Requires Option 12, 26, or Both for Functionality) 
MG36221A-0029 Front Panel Modulation Input/Output Access (Requires Option 27)
MG36221A-0056 Ultra Stability Time Base (Requires Option 3 or 13)
MG36221A-0066 GNSS Atomic Clock Receiver (Requires Option 3 or 13)
MG36221A-0097  Accredited Calibration
MG36221A-0098  Standard Calibration
MG36221A-0099  Premium Calibration

MG36241A Signal Generator, 9 kHz to 43.5 GHz
MG36241A-0001 Rack Mount with Slides (Cannot be Ordered with Option 11)
MG36241A-0002 Mechanical Step Attenuator, 90 dB 
MG36241A-0003 Low Phase Noise and High Stability (Requires Option 13)
MG36241A-0009 Rear Panel K-Connector RF Output 
MG36241A-0011 Rack Mount without Slides (Shelf Mount)
MG36241A-0012 Amplitude, Frequency, and Phase Modulation, Internal/External (Requires Option 27 )
MG36241A-0013 Ultra Low Phase Noise (Requires Option 3)
MG36241A-0015 High Power Output

MG36241A-0018 On-Site Level and Frequency Calibration (Requires Option 66 and MA24350A 
USB Power Sensor, Sold Separately)

MG36241A-0026 Pulse Modulation, Internal/External (Requires Option 27)
MG36241A-0027 Modulation Hardware (Requires Option 12, 26, or Both for Functionality) 
MG36241A-0029 Front Panel Modulation Input/Output Access (Requires Option 27)
MG36221A-0056 Ultra Stability Time Base (Requires Option 3 or 13)
MG36221A-0066 GNSS Atomic Clock Receiver (Requires Option 3 or 13)
MG36241A-0097 Option 97, Accredited Calibration
MG36241A-0098 Option 98, Standard Calibration
MG36241A-0099 Option 99, Premium Calibration

Rubidium  MG362x1A

Ordering Information
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